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The topic for this issue is any plant that produces food.

after the harvest
another harvest -
zucchini

Pat Davis - USA

persimmon tree
the shelter
of an old blackbird 

Eufemia Griffo - Italy

apple blossom
the first kiss
of summer

Andy McLellan - UK

pomegranate
splits open -
glistening jewels

Ingrid Baluch - Pakistan

sunset glow
one dozen warm jars
of guava jelly

Jan Dobb - Australia

overcast
chocolate undertones
of Ethiopian coffee

Joshua Gage - USA 



garden party
yesterday's grapes
tomorrow's wine

Barbara Tate - USA

blackberry moon . . .
her eyes hidden
behind shades

Martha Magenta - UK

market day
the memory
of cut lemons 

Billy Antonio - Philippines 

heart full of love
I cannot give
prickly pear 

Lucia Fontana - Italy 

harvest moon . . .
the apples we shouldn't
have picked

Nancy Brady - USA

netting the sparkles 
of the afternoon sun
wheat fields in summer

Isabel Caves - New Zealand 



zucchini flower
the bees side-step
my shadow

Alan Summers - UK

paddy harvest
too golden
the farmer's smile

Aziza Hena - Bangladesh

the sway 
of her tie-dye skirt
squash blossom

Jan Benson - USA

blackberry stains
whisker to whisker
the harvest mouse

John Hawkhead - UK

wheat grains
in the old man's hand
rain beads on white hair

Lee Nash - France

autumn dusk -
kaki tree merges
with the sky

Eliza Allo - Switzerland (formerly Italy)



global warming
overtaken
by the beanstalk

Mark Gilbert - UK 

topinambur -
first stains of old age
on my hands

Angiola Inglese - Italy

the beribboned jar
filled with pecans
our first tree

Claire Vogel Camargo - USA

pumpkin soup
tasting a spoonful
of sunset 

Hazel Hall - Australia

hickory wind
hidden in the grove
words of a song

Adrian Bouter - Netherlands 

heavy air
the mango tree thick
with iguanas

Julie Warther - USA



dry leaves -
the exuberance
of a pumpkin flower

Margherita Petriccione - Italy

grapevine
our words vanish
in the mist

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

golden nasturtiums
in my salad
Midas touch

Giddy Nielsen-Sweep - Australia

first frost
on the forest floor
wild mushrooms

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

circle of life
the flower 
becoming honey 

Lori A. Minor - USA

wild rice
our paddles unfold
the clouds

Debbie Strange - Canada



island mirage
beads of dew dot
the coconut leaf

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana 

impromptu dance
mud puddles
in the pumpkin patch

Tia Haynes - USA

midwinter
the cherry trees
lost in fog

Debbi Antebi - UK

herb garden - 
growing pot
to cooking pot 
                                         
Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA

----------  In the Starlight  ----------

heritage tomato
I take a bite
of the past 

Susan Constable - Canada
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